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We study the eigenvalue distribution of diluteN3N random matricesHN that in
the pure~undiluted! case describe the Hopfield model. We prove that for the fixed
dilution parametera the normalized counting function~NCF! of HN converges as
N→` to a uniquesa(l). We find the moments of this distribution explicitly,
analyze the 1/a correction, and study the asymptotic properties ofsa(l) for large
ulu. We prove thatsa(l) converges as a→` to the Wigner semicircle distribution
~SCD!. We show that the SCD is the limit of the NCF of other ensembles of dilute
random matrices. This could be regarded as evidence of stability of the SCD to
dilution, or more generally, to random modulations of large random matrices.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0022-2488~97!03106-X#

I. INTRODUCTION

Large random (N3N) matrices are currently of considerable interest, mainly because of
applications in a number of different branches of theoretical physics. By having all entries
same order, they represent an approximation to real systems and lead to exactly solvable
in the limit N→`. Dilute random matrices, with an average ofp nonzero elements per row
frequently provide an improved physical description of a real system and are often tractable
limit of large dimension.

In this paper we study the eigenvalue distribution of dilute random matrices, which in
pure, undiluted case can be written as

AN~x,y!5
1

N (
m51

m

jm~x!jm~y!, x,y51,N, ~1.1!

wherejm(x), m51,m, x51,N are real independent identically distributed~i.i.d.! random vari-
ables with zero average and variancev2.

The matrixAN(x,y) was used in the statistical mechanics of disordered systems, where
suggested as an interaction matrix of a simplified mean field model of a random spin sy1

Later it was reintroduced in the neural network theory of autoassociative memory,2 where the
randomN-dimensional vectorsjWm(x)5jm(x)/N1/2 are interpreted as patterns to be memorized
the system and where the model is known as the Hopfield model.

This new field of applications created by the neural network theory has motivated a num
studies of matrices like~1! and their modifications~see, e.g., the monographs, Refs. 3–5, a
references therein!. Of special interest are randomly diluted versions of~1.1!, which can be
defined as

ÂN~x,y!5 (
m51

m

jm~x!jm~y!dN~m;x,y!, ~1.2!
0022-2488/97/38(6)/3300/21/$10.00
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wheredN are independent random variables~also independent from$jm(x)%! and take the nonzero
values with probabilitypN vanishing asN→`.

Such ensembles are well known in statistical mechanics and a number of results hav
obtained for disordered spin systems with~1.2! as the matrix of interactions in the Hamiltonia
see, e.g., Ref. 6. Several important particular cases of~1.2! have also been studied in neur
network theory.7–10

However, the spectral characteristics of~1.2! are poorly understood. Even the simplest qua
tity in spectral theory of random matrices, the normalized eigenvalue counting function~NCF!,
has not been studied for the dilute ensemble~1.2!.

For anN3N symmetric matrixAN , the NCF can be defined as

s~l;AN![#$l i
~N!<l%N21, ~1.3!

wherel i
(N) are the eigenvalues ofAN . The limit N→` of the NCF, if it exists, is called the

integrated density of states~IDS! of matrix ensemble$AN%.
The IDS of ensemble~1.1! was first studied by Marchenko and Pastur.11 It follows from the

results of Ref. 11 that the NCF ofAN ~1! with i.i.d. jm(x) having zero mean and variancev2,
converges in probability asN, m→`, m/N→c.0 to a nonrandom functions~l! of the form

s~l!5@12c#1u~l!1E
2`

l @4cv42„x2~c11!v2…2#1
1/2

2pv2x
dx, ~1.4!

where@x#15max(0,x). In the case ofm5N the ensemble~1.1! represents the square of the mo
widely known Wigner ensemble of random symmetric matrices~see, e.g., Refs. 12, 13!,

WN~x,y!5
1

AN
w~x,y!, x,y51,N, ~1.5!

with independent~apart from a symmetry condition! identically distributed random variables wit
properties

Ew~x,y!50, E@w~x,y!#25u2. ~1.6!

Thus, the results of Ref. 11 can be regarded as a generalization of the famous semicir~or
Wigner! law;14

lim
N→`

s~l,WN!5ssc~l!, ~1.7!

where

ssc8 ~l!5H 1

2pu2
A4u22l2, ulu<2u,

0, ulu.2u.

~1.8!

Spectral properties of the dilute Wigner ensembleŴN with entries

ŴN~x,y!5w~x,y!dN~x,y!, dN~x,y!5dN~y,x!, ~1.9!

where dN(x,y) x<y are independent random variables taking nonzero values with vanis
probability asN→`, are well understood.15–18In particular, it follows from the results of Refs. 1
and 18, obtained using the replica trick17 and supersymmetric methods,18 that ifw(x,y)561 with
equal probability and
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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dN~x,y!5H 1/Ap, with probability p/N,

0, with probability 12p/N,
~1.10!

then

lim
N→`

E$s~l;ŴN!%5sp~l!, ~1.11!

such that

lim
p→`

sp~l!5ssc~l!. ~1.12!

with ssc(l) given by~1.8! with u251. In addition, both the 1/p correction to the density of state
sp8(l) and an asymptotic estimate of the density of states for largeulu were found. In Ref. 16 the
weak convergence ofE$s(l;ŴN)% to ssc(l) is proved rigorously for the ensemble~1.9!, ~1.10!
with i.i.d. w(x,y) satisfying~1.6! and having the third moment finite.

Starting from the square of the diluted matrix~1.9!, we arrive at the ensemble~1.2! with

dN~m,x,y!5dN
m~x!dN

m~y!. ~1.13!

The IDS of this ensemble can be studied by the replica trick as in Ref. 17 or by the res
approach used in Ref. 16. This ensemble is discussed further in Sec. IV. However, more in
ing for applications in dilution phenomena is the ensemble

HN~x,y!5 (
m51

m

jm~x!jm~y!aN~x,y!, aN~x,y!5aN~y,x!, ~1.14!

which cannot be related to the square of the Wigner ensemble and does not admit the direc
the methods in Refs. 16–18.

In the present paper we study the NCFs(l;HN) of ensemble~1.14! with jointly independent
$jm(x)% and $aN(x,y)%. We refer to this ensemble as the dilute MPH~Marchenko–Pastur–
Hopfield! ensemble. We assumejm(x) has zero average and finite variancev2 and define the
dilution matrixaN(x,y), in analogy with~1.10!, as

aN~x,y!5
1

NnAa
H1,0, with probability aN2a,

with probability 12aN2a, ~1.15!

with somea, n, such thata>0 and 0<n<1. We show that if

a12n52, 1
2<n,1, ~1.16!

and

aN~x,x![0, x51,N, ~1.17!

then s(l;HN) converges in probability to the semicircle distribution~1.8! ~a! in the limit of
infinite m and N when 1

2,n,1, and ~b! in the limit of infinite m, N and infinitea when n
51/2.

We prove these statements by studying the moments
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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M2k
~N!5E l2k ds~l;HN!5

1

N (
x51

N

~H2k!~x,x!, ~1.18!

in the asymptotic limit of largem andN ~anda for n5 1
2!. Using the independence of matrice

aN(x,y) and(m jm(x)jm(y), we compute the mathematical expectation ofM2k
(N) . To do this, we

combine Wigner’s original approach to the matricesaN(x,y) with a diagrammatic technique
developed for dealing with matrices with the structure of(m jm (x)jm (y).

Our results show that the dilutiondN(m;x,y)5aN(x,y) of the MPH ensemble~1.2! makes
those properties of matrices~1.1! that differ from the Wigner matrices~1.5! irrelevant. We inves-
tigate the role of the dilution parametera in this property of the MPH ensemble. The technique
use allows us to study the NCF of~1.14! for finite a. We prove that for each fixeda.1 there
existssa(l), which is the weak limit ofE$s(l;HN)% whenm, N→`. We study the support
asymptotics for largeulu and 1/a correction ofsa(l) and compare the results with those deriv
in Ref. 17 forsp(l) ~1.11! for the dilute Wigner ensemble. We show that the difference betw
the dilute MPH ensemble and the dilute Wigner ensemble vanishes in the limitN→`.

This paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this section is devoted to an expla
of conditions~1.16! and~1.17!. In Sec. II we prove our main result concerning the convergenc
the NCF to the semicircle distribution. In Sec. III we are concerned with the case ofn5 1

2, with
finite dilution parametera. In Sec. IV we describe different diluted random matrix ensembles
their possible generalizations. Section V is devoted to a discussion of the origin of the sem
distribution in the ensemble~1.13!.

Now let us turn to conditions~1.16! and ~1.17!. We can show that these conditions a
necessary by consideringE HN

2 and E HN
4 , where E(•••)5^^•••&j&a . For the case of i.i.d.

jm(x), we have

E HN
25(

s51

N

(
m1 ,m251

m

^jm1~x!jm1~s!jm2~x!jm2~s!&j^aN~x,s!aN~s,x!&a

5
~N21!m

N2n1a v41
m~m21!

N2n1a v41
m

N2n1a ^@jm~x!#4&j , ~1.19!

wherev25^j2&j . Thus, the first nontrivial moment,

EE l2 dsN~l!5
1

N (
x51

N

E HN
2 ~x,x!, ~1.20!

is finite and nonzero if and only ifa12n52. The fourth momentE H4(x,x) includes averages

(
m j51

m

(
s51

N

^jm1~x!jm1~s!jm2~s!jm2~x!jm3~x!jm3~s!jm4~s!jm4~x!&j^aN~x,s!aN~s,x!aN~x,s!

3aN~s,x!&a>m~m21!~v2!4N^@aN~x,s!#4&a5
m~m21!Nv8

N212na
, ~1.21!

and we arrive at the conclusion thatn> 1
2. On the other hand, when the term

E@HN~x,x!#2>m~m21!~m22!~m23!v8^@aN~x,x!#4&a . ~1.22!

is finite, eithern>1 or aN(x,x)50. The first possibility contradicts~1.16! and so we have shown
that ~1.17! holds.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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II. MAIN RESULT AND PROOF

Let us consider the ensemble of random matrices with entries,

HN~x,y!5 (
m51

m

jN
m~x!jN

m~y!aN~x,y!, x,y51,N, ~2.1!

where jN
m(x) and aN(x,y)5aN(y,x), m51,m, x51,N are jointly independent random var

ables. For each fixedN we denote the average over the measure generated by$jN
m(x)% as

^•••&j and the average over the measure generated by$aN(x,y)% as ^•••&a . Let us assume

^jN
m~x!&j50, ^@jN

m~x!#2&j5v2, ~2.2!

and

aN~x,y!5
12dxy

NnAa
H 1,0, with probability aN22~12n!,

with probability 12aN22~12n!,
~2.3!

where 1.n> 1
2and

dxy5H 1 x5y,

0 xÞy.

We study the NCFs(l;HN) in the limit m, N→`, m/N→c.0.
Theorem 2.1:Let each of the random variables$jN

m(x)% have a symmetric distribution an
let, for any fixedt.0,

lim
N,m→`

1

Nm (
x51

N

(
m51

m E
utu.tA4N

utu21bdPm,x
~N!~ t !50, ~2.4!

whereb54(2n21) and P(N)m,x(t)5Prob$jN
m(x)<t%. Then

p2Lim s~l;HN!5ssc~l!, ~2.5!

where Lim denotes the limiting transitions

m,N→`, m/N→c.0 and fixed a when n. 1
2, ~2.6a!

and

m,N,a→`, m/N→c.0 and a,N when n5 1
2, ~2.6b!

andssc(l) is given by Eq. (1.8) with u25cv4.
From now on we use ‘‘Lim’’ to denote this limit~2.6! and ‘‘lim’’ to denote other limits that

are defined as required.
Remarks:

~1! By p-Lim in ~2.5! we mean weak convergence in probability of measures associated
s(l;HN). In other words,~2.5! means that for any smoothc(l) with finite support,

p2Lim E c~l!ds~l;HN!5E c~l!dssc~l!. ~2.7!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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~2! Condition ~2.4! is the analog of the well-known Lindberg condition from probabil
theory. In random matrix theory this condition has been proved to be sufficient19 and necessary12

for the semicircle law~1.7!–~1.8! to be the IDS of the Wigner ensemble~1.5!.
Let us stress that if$jN

m(x)% are identically distributed and̂uj11(1)u21b&,`, then ~2.4!
holds. It should also be noted thatb is always less that 4, so in the case of i.i.d.$jN

m(x)%,
^uj11(1)u6&,` is sufficient for Theorem 2.1 to be true for alln> 1

2. On the other hand, ifn5 1
2

thenb50 and~2.4! takes the form closest to the Lindberg condition. The only difference is
the latter hastN1/2 instead oftN1/4 in ~2.4!. This difference is due to the quadratic character of
$jN

m(x)% terms inHN(x,y).
Proof: Let us introduce truncated random variables,

j̄N
m~x!5H jN

m~x!, if ujN
m~x!u<tA4 N,

0, if ujN
m~x!u.tA4 N,

~2.8!

with t,1 and consider the ensembleH̄N given by ~2.1! with jN
m(x)jN

m(y) replaced by
j̄N

m(x) j̄N
m(y). In Lemmas 1 and 2~at the end of this section! we prove that for any smooth functio

c(l) with finite support,

p2LimF E c~l!ds~l;HN!2E c~l!dssc~l!G50. ~2.9!

Consequently, our main goal is to prove that

p2Lim s~l;H̄N!5ssc~l!. ~2.10!

To achieve this we start with the moments ofH̄N and show that for any fixedp,

lim
t→0

Lim EH̄N
p ~0,0!5H ~2k!!

k! ~k11!!
@cv4#k, if p5k,

0, if p52k11,
, ~2.11!

and

lim
t→0

Lim EH̄N
p ~0,0!H̄N

p ~0,0!2@EH̄N
p ~0,0!#250. ~2.12!

Then in Lemma 3 we prove that~2.11! and ~2.12! imply ~2.10!.
Our study of the average,

E$HN
p ~0,0!%5(

$si %
(
$m j %

^Xp&j^Yp&a, ~2.13!

where

^Xp&j5^jm1~0!jm1~s2!j
m2~s2!•••j

mp21~sp!j
mp~sp!j

mp~0!&j ~2.14!

and

^Yp&a[^aN~0,s2!aN~s2 ,s3!•••aN~sp21 ,sp!aN~sp,0!&a , ~2.15!

is based on the separation of those sets ofSp5(0,s2 ,s3 ,...,sp) andMp5(m1 ,...,mp), which give
a nonzero contribution in the limit of infinitem,N ~anda for n5 1

2!.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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Our main observation is that condition~1.17!, aN(x,x)50, together with the independence
$jm(x)% and the property

^@ j̄N
m~x!#2k11&j50, ~2.16!

reduces the number of independently changingm variables in the sum~2.12! while the properties
of $aN(x,y)% ~2.3! allow us to restrict the number of setsSp . As we shall see,̂Yp&a plays the
same role in the selection ofSp as that played by the averageE$W(0,s2)•••W(sp,0)% in the
original Wigner proof of the semicircle law.14 This observation is crucial for counting the numb
of appropriate setsSp .

When separatingSp andMp and counting the number of nonzero contributions, we use
fact that all the moments ofj̄ N

m are finite for fixedp and N. Then, calculating the average
^Xp&j we show that, due to the independence of$jm(x)%, the leading contribution includes onl
powers^@ j̄N

m#2& while higher moments ofj come with factors of 1/N. This allows us to estimate
terms includinĝ j21t&, wheret is an integer, bycpt, wherecp does not depend onN.

The role of the independence of$jm(x)% becomes clearer if we introduce a diagram for a fix
Sp andMp , where each random variable$jm(x)% is given by a vertical interval. This interva
consists of two parts; the upper part is of lengths and the lower of lengthm. Then the average
~2.14! can be presented in the form of Fig. 1. Due to the independence of the$jm(x)% and the
condition~2.16!, the average ofXp is nonzero only when the corresponding diagram has an e
number of each interval present.

For example, if we consider a fixedSp where all numbers 0,s2 ,s3 ,...,sp are different, then the
averagê Xp& is nonzero only when all$m j% are equal. Hence, such a sequence of$si% produces
m nonzero terms. It is clear that if one considers general sequencesSp , the more coincident points
$si%, the more$m j% are allowed to vary independently, and vice versa.

Let us now consider the case ofp52k. Due to ~1.17!, the maximal number of coinciden
points si is k and the only set that achieves this is given byS2k* 5(0,s,0,s,...,0,s). The corre-
sponding diagram contains 2k vertical intervals with upper pointss, and these need to be paire
Thus, among the$m j% only k variables are allowed to change independently and the numb
nonzero terms in average~2.14! for S2k* is c2k* m(m21)...(m2k11)5c2k* m

k1o(mk). Any
change inS2k* can only diminish the number of independentm variables. Thus, we come to th
conclusion that any fixedS2k producesc2km

k1o(mk) terms.

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of a general^Xp&.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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Now let us turn to the casep52k11. Here theS2k11* with a maximal number of coinciden
s variables are of the form (0,t,s,0,s,...,0,s,0). SincetÞs, only sums over$m j% with m15m2

provide a nonzero average. Thus, the points25t can be omitted and we apply the rest of t
arguments in the previous paragraph.

So, we have proved the following.
Proposition 1: Each fixed Sp produces cpm

@p/2#1o(m@p/2#) nonzero terms, where@x# equals a
maximal integer not greater than x and cp is some constant independent of m.

Let us now prove the following.
Proposition 2: The number, Lp , of nonzero terms in~2.13! is of order N2@p/2#.
Proof: Let us consider the sum over thoseSp in ~2.2! that haved pointssi (t) , t51,d that are

unpaired, i.e., such thatsi (t)Þsj for all t and jÞ i (t). There are no more thanNd1@(p212d)/2# such
Sp .

Since $jm(x)% are independent with zero mean, we have a nonzero average in~2.15! only
when m i (1)5m i (1)11 ,..., m i (d)5m i (d)11 . If the neighbors ofsi (t) do not coincide,si (t)21 ,
Þsi (t)11 , we have the diagram as given in Fig. 1. This diagram can be regarded as onep
2d points (0,s2 ,..., si (1)21 , si (1)11 ,..., si (d)21 ,si (d)11 ,...,sp), which due to Proposition 1 pro
duces no more thanm@(p2d)/2# terms. Thus the total number of terms in this case is no more
Nd1@(p212d)/2#m@(p2d)/2#, which is of orderNp.

If somesi (t) has equal neighbors,si (t)215si (t)11 , then we cannot apply Proposition 1. How
ever, such a diagram can be reduced to a new diagram corresponding to setsSp8 , wherep85p
22 with si (t) omitted and thenLp5NmLp8 . Consequently, Proposition 2 is proved.

Let us now studŷY2k& for the case of evenp. We consider the average~2.14! with p52k
and show that the leading contribution to~2.13! comes from sums over thoseS2k

1 , where each step
(s,s8) is paired with its inverse (s8,s) and the pairs obtained have no coincidence between th
This picture is exactly the same as the Wigner ensemble~5! and the number of suchS2k

1 is14

n2k5
~2k!!

k! ~k11!!
. ~2.17!

There are three ways in which general setsS2k can differ fromS2k
1 .

~I! There can be steps (s,s8) having no inversion (s8,s) or repetition (s,s8).
~II ! There exist steps (s,s8) having repetition (s,s8).
~III ! There can be a coincidence between pairs of steps.
We consider these three possibilities separately because the general case can be

subdivided into these three scenarios.
First consider the simplest case~I! whenS2k containsk1d different steps. Then at least 2d

steps have no inverse and the other 2(k2d) steps are paired. Then

^Y2k&5^aN
2 &k2d^aN&2d5

1

N2~k2d! F Aa
NN12nG2d5 1

N2k F Aa
N12nG2d.

Due to Proposition 2, all such terms give vanishing contributions to~2.13! asN→`.
Before considering cases~II ! and ~III ! let us first compute the contribution of setsS2k

1 . The
sum over each particular set can be obtained as follows: we first identify the steps (si ,si11) that
are paired, and then allowsi to run from 1 toN, but conserving this pairing. This pairing of 2k
intervals (0,s2),(s2 ,s3),...,(s2k,0) splits the set of 2k11 points (05s1 ,s2 ,...,s2k ,s2k1150)
into r groups; all equal points are put in the same group. Such a partition givesN(N21)•••(N
2r12)5Nr211o(Nr21) terms. Taking into account Proposition 1 and the equality^Y2k&
5N22k, we conclude that nonvanishing contributions come from partitions into not less thk
11 groups (r>k11). In this case at least one group consists of one point that we cal
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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‘‘peak’’ point. Thus, for each particularS2k
1 there exists at least one peak pointsi (t) such that

si (t)215si (t)11 . One can then reduceS2k
1 to S2k8

1 , 2k852k22 by removing pointsi (t) and
consideringsi (t)215si (t)11 as a new point inS2k8

1 .
We repeat this reducing procedure until we are left with the two points at~0,0!. There arek

steps in the reduction ofS2k
1 to ~0,0!, in which k peak points removed. Due to Propositions 1 a

2, nonvanishing contributions to~2.13! come fromS2k
1 , where all these peak points vary ind

pendently, are nonzero and take different values.
Turning to the diagram forX2k ~Fig. 2!, we see that in this sum over particularS2k

1 two
vertical cuts drawn down from the peak pointsi (t) are independent from all other random variab
for anyM2k . Then them variables corresponding to theses variables must be paired;m i (t)21

5m i (t)5m8. If in the sum consideredm8 is not equal to the otherm variables, then the random
variablesjm8(si (t)21)5jm8(si (t)11) and jm8(si (t)) are independent from the others, and the d
gram forX2k can also be reduced by removing four vertical cuts belonging tom i (t)21 andm i (t) and
multiplying the average in~2.13! by

(
m8,i ~ t !

^@ j̄N
m8~si ~ t !21!#

2&
1

N2 ^@ j̄N
m8~si ~ t !!#

2&.

Thus we have reduced the whole average^X2k&^Y2k& to ^X2k22&^Y2k22&. Repeating this proce
dure k times, and taking into account~2.4!, we come to the conclusion that the sum over ea
particularS2k

1 with noncoincident pairs ofm variables gives a contribution to~2.13! of (cv4)k

„11o(1)…, in the limit m, N→`. Terms that come from coincident pairs ofm variables are of
ordert and will be considered later.

Let us consider case~II ! when each step inS2k has its repetition or inverse and at least o
step (si ,si11) has its repetition (sj ,sj11), i.e. si5sj , si115sj11 . In this case 2k11 points
(0,s2 ,s3 ,....,s2k,0) are split intor groups. If r,k then such splitting gives a vanishing contr
bution. If r>k11, there is at least one peak point inS2k and we reduce it as was done fo
S2k

1 .
Repeating this reducing procedure, we come to the position where the peak point has

si , si11 , sj or sj11 as a neighbor. Supposing that this neighbor issjÞ0, we obtainsj225sj
5si . Thus, in the partition of the points ofS2k8 one group of equal points consists of three
more elements. This implies that the contribution from these sets is vanishingly small in the
N→`.

Now it remains to consider case~III ! and show that sums over setsS2k with paired steps and
coincidences between pairs provide contributions vanishing in the limitm, N→`.

FIG. 2. Pairing ofm variables in a general diagram for^X2k&.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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In each sum over a particular setS2k
1 a nonvanishing contribution is given byk peak points

moving independently. To make a pair of steps coincident with another pair, one has to m
least one peak point equal to another one. It is easy to see that the contribution of such s

ck
~2!Nk21mk^a2&k22^a4&„11o~1!…5OS 1

aN~2n21!D ,
whereck

(2) counts the number of ways to make peak points coincident ando(1) comes from the
sums where more than two peaks are equal.

Sums overS2k having exactlyd pairs coincident give a contribution,

ck
~d!Nk2d11mk^a2&k2d^a2d&„11o~1!…5OS 1

ad21N~2n21!~d21!D ,
which is also vanishing. Situations with more complex coincidences between pairs can b
lyzed by generalization of the above arguments.

Let us turn now to the odd momentsE H2k11 (0,0). In this caseS2k11 has at least one ste
(si ,si11) that is unpaired. In fact, due to condition~1.17!, there are at least three unpaired ste
If the remaining 2k22 steps make a setS2k22

1 , then for such a set,

^Y2k11&5^aN&3^aN
2 &k215

aAa
N3~12n!N3

1

N2k22 .

But according to Proposition 2, there are no more thanN2k11 terms in the sum~2.13! and we
obtain a contribution of orderO(a3/2N3(n21)) from the sum over the sets described. If thek
22 steps do not form a setS2k22

1 , then the contribution is even smaller.
Stopping at this point, we see that in fact we have derived~2.11! for H̄N with bounded random

variablesuju,T. Now we are going to prove that~2.11! holds for truncated random variable
j̄ N

m(x) ~2.7!. Indeed, it is easy to understand that higher powers ofj can only be obtained by
coincidence between pairs ofm variables combined with the coincidence between pairs os
variables. Both of these conditions lead to extra factorsm21 orN21 in the contributions from such
sums.

We start with the sum over setsS2k
1 having all steps paired with noncoincident pairs. Fir

consider the sums where all peak pointssi (t) take different values. Then increased powers ofj can
be obtained just by making all them variables equal. The only case of interest is when around p
point i 8, m i 8225m i 8215m i 85m i 811 . Then we obtain̂ j4& with a factorm21, which means that
the contribution of these sums isO(t2m21/2).

If we consider sums overS2k
1 with coincident peak points, then the increase in powers ofj is

followed, apart from the coincidence of pairs ofm variables, by extra powers ofN21, which
makes contributions from such terms even smaller than in the previous case.

Now consider sums overS2k having all steps paired withd coincident pairs. In this case th
maximal power ofj is 2d and these sums give a contribution of order

Nk2d11mk2d11^aN
2 &k2d^aN

2d&^j2d&^j2d&5
1

ad21

1

N~d21!~2n21! K j2
j2~d21!

N~d21!/2L 2
5OS t

ad21N~d21!~2n21!D .
It is obvious that the presence of unpaired steps does not lead to an increase in powers oj.

To complete the proof of~2.11!, we just note that higher moments ofj in odd moments
E H2k11 (0,0) arise by the same mechanism and need not be studied separately.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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Now let us describe the proof of~2.12!. We rewrite the average in~2.12! for p52k as

(
s,m

(
s8,m8

@^X2kX2k8 &^Y2kY2k8 &2^X2k&^X2k8 &^Y2k&^Y2k8 &#, ~2.18!

and note that the difference is nonzero only in the case whenX2k contains random variable
common withX2k8 or when^Y2kY2k8 &Þ^Y2k&^Y2k8 &.

We consider these two possibilities separately. The latter inequality is possible if som
from S2k has its inverse only inS2k8 and if pairs fromS2k coincide with pairs fromS2k8 . In the first
case the set~05s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,...,s2k , 05s18 ,s28 ,s38 ,...,s2k8 ! can be regarded as a new setS4k . Reduc-
ing this set by eliminating peak points, we easily come to the conclusion that the central
s1850, is a peak point. Since it is fixed, then this sum is of order 1/N. Averages^Y2k&^Y2k8 &,
apparently having unpaired steps, give a vanishing contribution asN→`.

Let us consider the case when pairsS2k coincide with a pair fromS2k8 . Then the sum

(
s,m

* (
s8,m8

* ^X2k&^X2k8 &^Y2k&^Y2k8 & ~2.19!

over such sets is of order 1/N because it corresponds to the case when some of the peak poin
fixed. On the other hand, the sum over sets,

(
s,m

* (
s8,m8

* ^X2kX2k8 &^Y2kY2k8 &, ~2.20!

can be regarded as a sum for^X4k&^Y4k&, where the correspondingS4k has coincident pairs o
steps. Thus, according to arguments presented above,~2.20! contributes to~2.18! as a variable of
order „11O(t)…/aN2n21. It remains to check the sums where^Y2kY2k8 &5^Y2k&^Y2k8 & but

^X2kX2k8 &Þ^X2k&^X2k8 &. ~2.21!

Obviously, it is sufficient to study sums overS2k
1 and (S8)2k

1 such that there is no coincidenc
between pairs. The one way to obtain~2.21! is to make peak points inS2k

1 equal to some peak
points in (S8)2k

1 and to make corresponding pairs ofm variables coincident. Another way is t
make equal pairs ofm variables that correspond to bottom points ofS2k

1 and (S8)2k
1 . It is easy to

see that these ways lead to terms with contributionO(N21/2).
Similar reasoning shows that~2.13! holds for odd momentsp52k11. Thus~2.11! and~2.12!

are proved.
Lemma 1: Let$sN(l;v)% be a sequence of random nondecreasing non-negative bou

functions, and let$ f N(l;v)% be the sequence of their Stieltjes transforms,

f N~l!5E ~l2z!21dsN~l!,

wherev is a point (realization) of the corresponding probability spaceVN . Suppose that there
exists a nonrandom function f(z) that is analytic forIm zÞ0 satisfying inequalities

suph.0h f ~h!<1, Im f ~z!Im z.0,

and that

Lim supzPU0
Eu f N~z!2 f ~z!u250, ~2.22!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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where U05$zPC,uIm zu>h0% andh0.0. If s(l),s(2`)50 is the nondecreasing function tha
corresponds to f(z), then at each continuity point ofs~l! we have

p2Lim sN~l!5s~l!, ~2.23!

or, in other words, the measuressN(dl;v) weakly converge in probability tos(dl) [cf. (2.7)].
The proof of this lemma can be found, for example, in Ref. 20. The key point is tha

family f N(z,v)2 f (z) is analytic and uniformly bounded on any compact setT belonging to
U0 .

21 This allows one to derive from~2.22! the relation

Lim E supzPTu f N~z!2 f ~z!u250,

which together with the compactness of the familysN(dl;v)2s(dl)21 implies ~2.23!.
Let us define

ḠN5
1

H̄N2z
and GN5

1

HN2z
,

whereHN is given by~2.1!–~2.4! andH̄N is obtained fromHN by truncation~2.8!. Then according
to the definition ofs~l! ~1.3!,

1

N
Tr ḠN5E ~l2z!21ds~l;H̄N!

and

1

N
Tr GN5E ~l2z!21ds~l;HN!.

Lemma 2: For zPU0 ,

p2 limm,N→`U1N Tr GN~z!2
1

N
Tr ḠN~z!U50.

Proof: Let us consider the resolvent identityG82G52G8(H82H)G, where G5(H
2z)21 andG85(H82z)21, uIm zu.0 andH, H8 are symmetric matrices of the same dimensio
Then

DN~z!5
1

N
Tr„GN~z!2ḠN~z!…5

1

N (
s,t

~ḠNGN!~s,t !(
m

@ĵN
m~s!jN

m~ t !1 ĵN
m~ t !j̄N

m~s!#aN~s,t !,

~2.24!

where ĵ5j2 j̄.
We denote (mĵN

m(s)jN
m(t) by gN(s,t) and, using the inequalityiGNi,uIm zu21 and

uG(s,t)u,iGNi , derive from~2.24! the relation

E$uDN~z!u%<
2

NuImZu2 (
s,t

^ugN~s,t !u&^aN~s,t !&<
1

N2

Aa
N12n (

sÞt
^„gN~s,t !…2&1/2. ~2.25!

It is easy to see that ifsÞt then
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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^„gN~s,t !…2&5K (
m,l

ĵm~s!jm~ t !ĵl~s!jl~ t !L 5v2K (
m

@ĵm~s!#2L .
Then we derive from~2.25! that

E$uDN~z!u%<
vAa
NN12n (

s
K (

m
u ĵN

m~s!u2L 1/2
<
mvAa
N F 1

mN (
s,m

1

N122n ^u ĵN
msu2&G1/2

<
mvAa
N F 1

mN (
s,m

E
utu.tA4N

utu214~2n21!
N2n21

utu4~2n21! dPm,s
~N!~s!G1/2.

Using ~2.4!, we complete the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3: Relations (2.10) and (2.11) imply that for zPU0 , with h05(2cv412)2 and

uRezu,1,

Lim EH U1N Tr ḠN~z!2 f ~z!U2J 50, ~2.26!

where

f ~z!5E ~l2z!21dssc~l!,

with ssc(l) given by (1.8) with u25cv4.
Proof:We prove~2.26! by showing that

Lim E$gN~z!%5 f ~z!, ~2.27!

wheregN(z)5N21 Tr ḠN(z), and that

Lim E$gN~z!gN~z!%2E$gN~z!%E$gN~z!%50. ~2.28!

For givene.0, we choose 2q such that

1

~2cv412!2q
,

e

4
,

and expandgN(z) into the series

gN~z!52
1

N (
p50

2q
Hp~x,x!

zp11 2
1

z2q11 RN
~q!~z!,

where

RN
~q!~z!5

1

N
Tr HN

2q11GN .

Let us note that

uRN
~q!~z!u5U E

2`

` l2q11

l2z
ds~l;H̄N!U<U E

2`

`

l2q
l2Re z1 i Im z

~l2Re z!21~ Im z!2
ds~l;H̄N!U< 2

N
Tr HN

2q .

Then we expandf (z) into the series
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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f ~z!52 (
p50

2q
Mp

zp112
r q~z!

z2q11 ,

whereMp are given by the right-hand side of~2.11! and r q(z)<2M2q .
Then taking into account thatEHp

N(x,x)5EHp
N(0,0), we can write the inequality

uEgN~z!2 f ~z!u< (
p50

2q uEHN
p ~0,0!2Mpu

4p
1

1

~2cv412!2q
4M2q12uEHN

2q~0,0!2M2qu
~2cv412!2q12 .

The trivial inequalityM2q<(cv4)2q together with~2.11! implies~2.27!. The relation~2.28! can be
derived from~2.12! using the same procedure. Theorem 2.1 is proved.

III. FINITE DILUTION PARAMETER

In this section we study the moments

E lp ds~l;HN!

of the ensemble~2.1!–~2.3! in the casen51/2 and finitea>1. We prove that there exist numbe
h(a)p such that

lim E$HN
p ~0,0!%5hp

~a! , pPNø$0%. ~3.1!

We derive estimates forh(a)p , which imply that

(
k50

`

@h2k
~a!#21/2k5`. ~3.2!

This Carleman’s condition provides existence22 and uniqueness23 of a non-negative nondecreasin
functionsa(l) satisfying the relation

hp
~a!5E

2`

`

lp dsa~l!.

We prove that the support of the measuredsa(l) is unbounded and study the asymptotic behav
of sa(l) for large ulu.

Finally, we show that if a functions (1)(l) exists, such that

sa~l!5ssc~l!1
1

a
s~1!~l!1OS 1a2D , ~3.3!

thens (1)(l) can be written in the form

s~1!~l!53u~l!1
3

2pu2 E22u

l S t2

u2
22DA4u22t2dt, ~3.4!

where

u~l!5 H1,0, l>0,
l,0,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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andu25cv4. This can be compared with the results of Ref. 17, where the 1/p correction for the
diluted Wigner ensemble~1.9! was calculated. The corrections are slightly different but have
same structure of the semicircle distribution multiplied by a quadratic function ofl. The u~l!
term, which does appear in the results of Ref. 17, probably arises in our problem from
condition of zero diagonal~1.17!.

Let us first note that it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 thath2k11
(a) 50 andh0

(a)51. The
next observation is that in the average

E$HN
2k~0,0!%5(

$si %
(
$m j %

^X2k&^Y2k&,

the nonvanishing contribution in the limitN→` comes from sums over those setsS2k
5(0,s2 ,s3 ,...,s2k), where each step (si ,si11) has an inverse (si11 ,si). Sincen51/2 anda is
finite, sums overS2k that have coincident pairs of steps, as well as overS2k

1 with no coincident
pairs, give a nonvanishing contribution to~3.5!.

Let us consider sums overS2k
(d) with exactlyd equal pairs. The remaining 2(k2d) steps are

paired and$si% run from one toN such that these pairs are not equal. Let us calculate the nu
L2k
(d) sequencesS2k of this type. Having marked 2d steps, we obtain 2d intervals between them o

lengthsq1 ,...,q2d , qj>0. Note that the last intervalq2d consists of two parts because we consid
two edge points 0 as one~see Fig. 3!.

Let us consider a particular interval numberj with left endu and right endv. Due to the
independence of pairs given bySqj

1 from other pairs we can sum overSqj
1 and the corresponding

m variables and obtain~to leading order! the factorE$HN
qj(Su ,Sv)% in ~3.1!. Thus, we conclude

that each interval is of even lengthqj52pj , pj>0 andsu5sv .
The latter is because we can considersu andsv fixed ~we sum over them at the last stage!, and

use the fact that for each fixedt,

EHn
2k~0,t !5O~1/N1t!.

This can easily be proved from the observations that

EHN
2k~0,t !<@EHN

2k~0,t !HN
2k~ t,0!#1/2

and that in the last average there is one fixed peak point.

FIG. 3. Division into intervals for the case ofd coincident pairs.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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So, the leading contribution comes from the diagrams of the type in Fig. 3, where
(st ,su) are separated by steps (su ,st). It is easy to see that the number of different setsS2k

(d) is
given by the formula

L2k
~d!5 (

pi>0
(pi5k2d

np1np2•••np2d, ~3.6!

wherenp is defined by~2.17!.
Now let us compute the contributions of sums overS2k

(d) . The sums overSq1
1 ,...,Sq2k

1 give the

leading terms asN→`, t→0,

~cv4!k2dNk2dmk2d^a2&k2d~1/N!, ~3.7!

where the factor 1/N comes from the fixed peak point 0 in the intervalq2d .
We now compute averages over random variables belonging to coincident pairs. The

d upper points andd lower points and, hence, variablesm18 ,....,m2d8 should be paired to obtain
nonzero average in the limitN→`, t→0. Then we obtain for the sum expression,

T2dN
2mda2dv2dv2d„11O~t!…, ~3.8!

whereO(t) comes from the sums where more than twom variables are equal andT2d is the
number of ways of splitting 2d points, (i 1 ,....i 2d), into pairs.T2d has the property thatT2d12

5(2d11)T2d , becausei 2d12 can make a pair with 2d11 points and the remaining 2d points
produceT2d possibilities. ThusT2d5(2d21)!!

Collecting ~3.6!, ~3.7!, and~3.8!, we find thatS2k
(d) gives a contribution,

~1/ad21!L2k
~d!~cv4!k~2d21!!!, ~3.9!

to ~3.1!. Let us stress thatS2k
(d) are the only sources of terms of order 1/ad21. It should be noted

that ~3.6! with d51 results in the recurrence relation

nk5 (
p,k2p21>0

npnk2p21 , n051. ~3.10!

This relation, leading to the exact form ofn2k ~2.17!, was first derived by Wigner.14

It follows from ~3.10! that the momentsMk of the semicircle distribution given by~8! satisfy
recurrence relation

Mk5u2 (
p,k2p21>0

MpMk2p21 . ~3.11!

Taking into account previous considerations, we obtain finally forh2k
(a) ,

h2k
~a!5 (

d51

k
~2d21!!!

ad21 u2d(
k2d

*Mp1
Mp2

•••Mp2d
, h2k11

~a! 50 ~3.12!

where a summation(K* denotes a sum over$pi% such thatpi>0 for all i and(pi5K.
Now let us show that~3.2! holds. SinceMk5u2knk , we derive from~2.17! the trivial esti-

mate,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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Mk<~2u!2k, kPN.

Then each term in the sum overpi in ~3.12! is less than (2u)2k22d and the number of terms in thi
sum is

S 2k2dD5
~2k!!

~2d!! ~2k22d!!
.

The latter fact can easily be understood if one remembers that~3.6! was obtained by choosing
2d from 2k steps. Thus we derive from~3.12! that

h2k
~a!<a~2u!2k(

d51

k S 2k2dD ~2d21!!!

~2Aa!2d
5a

~2u!2k

A2p
E

2`

` S F x

2Aa
11G 2k21D expH 2x2

2 J dx.
~3.13!

Integrating by parts, we obtain the recurrence relation

bp5bp211
p21

4a
bp22 , b051, b151,

for the moments

bp5K S 11
g

2AaD
pL

g

,

whereg is a Gaussian distributed random variable with 0 mean and variance 1. This re
provides the elementary estimate fora.1,

h2k
~a!<2aF2uS 11

1

4aD G
2k

~2k21!!!; ~3.14!

then ~3.2! is shown to be true.
Now it is easy to see thatsa(l) cannot have a bounded support. In the latter case

momentsh2k
(a) admit an exponential estimate for allk, but it follows from ~3.12! that

h2k
~a!.

~2k21!!!

ak21 u2k.

Inequality ~3.14! provides that

1

k! E S l

TD 2kdsa~l!<
a

2k21 ,

is true for allkPN, where

T54uS 11
1

4aD .
Then

E
2`

`

expH l2

T2J dsa~l!<4a
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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and

E
ulu.xT

dsa~l!<4a exp$2x2%. ~3.15!

This gives the estimate for the asymptotic behavior ofsa(l) for large ulu.
Now let us derive~3.4!. Considering the termd52 in ~3.12! and applying~3.11! twice, we

obtain that

M2k
~1!53u4 (

2k24

*Mp1
Mp2

Mp3
Mp4

53 (
q,2k242q>0

Mq12M2k222q5
3

u2
@M2k1222u2M2k#.

~3.16!

Thus, if expression~3.3! holds, we have to find a functions (1)(l) such that

E l2k11 ds~1!~l!50

and

M0
~1!5E ds~1!~l!50, M2

~1!5E l2 ds~1!~l!50, ~3.17!

and

M2k
~1!5E l2k ds~1!~l!53E Fl2

u2
22Gl2k dssc~l!.

It is a simple matter to check that~3.4! satisfies these conditions. Let us note that all terms w
higher powers of 1/a from ~3.12! can be treated by the same technique and subsequena
correctionss (k)(l), k52,3,..., to thefunction sa(l) can be found. However, one needs som
additional arguments to prove the existence of these corrections. This is because all fu
s (k)(l) cannot be nondecreasing due to the condition*ds (k)(l)50 @c.f. ~3.17!#. Hence, classica
moment problem theory cannot be applied to prove the existence and uniqueness of corr
s (k)(l).

IV. OTHER ENSEMBLES OF DILUTE RANDOM MATRICES

In the two previous sections we studied the dilution of the Marchenko–Pastur–Hop
~MPH! matrices~1.1! with

dN~m,x,y!5aN~x,y!. ~4.1!

This dilution is known as a ‘‘spatial’’ dilution in neural network theory. We observe tha
changes the IDS of the MPH ensemble and leads to the semicircle distribution. This c
interpreted as the spatial dilution~4.1! destroying the dependence between the entries in the M
ensemble.

If one were to introduce a dilution of the form~1.13!, then the matrix obtained,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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ÂN~x,y!5 (
m51

m

jN
m~x!jN

m~y!dN
m~x!dN

m~y!, ~4.2!

is more closely related to the structure of the pure, undiluted MPH ensemble~1.1! than the dilute
ensemble we considered. This observation is supported by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1:Let independent random variables$jm(x)% satisfy the conditions of Theorem
2.1. If random variables aN

m(x) are jointly independent and independent from$jm(x)% and

dN
m~x,y!5H 1

NaAa
, with probability

a

N122a

0, with probability 12
a

N122a ,

~4.3!

with 0<a<1/2, then

p2Lim s~l;ÂN!5s~l!, ~4.4!

wheres~l! is given by (1.4).
Under Lim in ~4.4! we mean the limiting transitions@c.f. ~2.6!#
~a! m, N→`, m/N→c.0 whena.0 and
~b! m,N,a→`, m/N→c.0 anda,N whena50.
One can prove this theorem by using, for example, some modification of the resolvent

nique developed in Ref. 16.
We see that the Marchenko–Pastur distribution can also be a limiting distribution for ce

dilute random matrix ensembles. However, the following results show that this situation is
unusual. Namely, applying the technique used in Sec. II, we prove the following.

Theorem 4.2: Let i.i.d. random variables w(x,y), x,y have zero average and varianc
w2 [c.f. (1.6)] and let w(x,x)50. Then the NCF of the random matrices,

W̃N~x,y!5w~x,y! (
m51

m

dN
m~x!dN

m~y!, x,y51,N, ~4.5!

where dN
m(x) are defined by (4.3) and0<a<1/4, converge in probability to the semicircl

distribution (1.8) withv25cw2 in the limit described in Theorem 4.1.
Remark:As we noted earlier, the technique of eliminating diagrams with vanishing cont

tions used in Sec. II is appropriate here. However, for the case of a finite dilution parame~a
fixed anda50!, the diagrams giving nonzero contributions to the IDS of~4.5! are different from
those of the spatially dilute MPH ensemble~2.1!. This results in different 1/a corrections to the
semicircle distribution. We plan to study this problem in a separate publication.

Taking into account that the semicircle distribution is the IDS of a spatially diluted Wig
ensemble, we can conclude that it is the more natural eigenvalue distribution for dilute ra
matrices than the Marcheno–Pastur distribution.

The dilution could be regarded as a particular case of a more general problem in the ra
modulation of matrices,

ĤN~x,y!5AN~x,y!DN~x,y!.

One could, for instance, ask about the stability of the semicircle distribution under modulat
the Wigner random matricesWN(5AN) by some random perturbationDN .

As a particular answer to this question we can present the result about the IDS of the c
ensemble of random matrices,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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ĤN~x,y!5
1

AN
w~x,y!

1

AN (
m51

m

jN
m~x!jN

m~y!, ~4.5!

which can also be regarded as the modulation of MPH random matrices~1.1! by independent
random variablesw(x,y), x<y, w(x,y)5w(y,x) satisfying~1.6!.

By slightly changing the reasoning presented in Sec. II, we can prove that the IDS ofĤN is
also the semicircle distribution.

V. DISCUSSION

We have considered the IDS of an ensemble of dilute random matricesHN in the limit
N→`. Our main tool was the momentsE$HN

K%, kPN. To study their asymptotic behavior a
N→`, we modified the original technique used by Wigner to prove the semicircle law. Using
technique we obtained an exact expression for the moments in the limitN→`, for both infinite
and finite dilution parametera.

Our main result, Theorem 2.1, is that the spatial dilution of the Marchenko–Pastur–Ho
~MPH! ensemble leads to the semicircle distribution, and not an analog of the distribution fo
pure, undiluted, MPH ensemble. In Secs. III and IV we showed that the IDS of the dilute
ensemble is similar to the IDS of the dilute Wigner ensemble, even for finite dilution param
a, and that the semicircle distribution is stable with respect to several other types of dilutio

The nature of the similarity between the dilute MPH and dilute Wigner ensembles for
a becomes especially clear in the case ofn51/2. Then~2.1! can be redefined as anN3N matrix
with entriesgN(x,y)cN(x,y), where

gN~x,y!5
1

AN (
m51

m

jN
m~x!jN

m~y!, xÞy,

andcN(x,y) is 1 with probabilitya/N and 0 with probability 12a/N. In this caseHN for each
N contains approximatelya2/2 nonzero entries and they converge whenN→` to jointly indepen-
dent random variables. This explains the convergence of the dilute MPH and Wigner ense

The difference between the MPH and Wigner ensembles is that the entries in the
matrices are slightly dependent on one another. However, this dependence is enough to s
IDS of the pure MPH ensemble from the semicircle distribution. The spatial dilution eliminate
the limit N→`, the dependence between entries in the MPH ensemble.

This conclusion suggests that it would be interesting to study the spatial dilution of ran
matrices with more strongly dependent entries. For example, one could consider~1.1! with Gauss-
ian jm(x), such that24

^jm~x!jt~y!&5Vm2t~x2y!.

We assume that the spatial dilution will break this dependence between entries in the
N→`.

The same phenomenon of breaking the dependence between the matrix elements with
dilution was observed in studies of the dilute MPH ensemble in neural network theory.4,8 These
studies considered the case of strong dilution that corresponds to our problem whenn51/2. Note
that these works treated the case of an infinite dilution parameter (a→`), while we observe
breaking for finite values ofa.

Another type of dilution, called weak dilution in the literature on neural network theor3,5

corresponds to the casen51 in definition~2.3!. Using this terminology, we have studied the ID
of the MPH ensemble with moderate and strong dilution.
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 6, June 1997
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It seems to be difficult to use our technique to study the weak dilution case directly. T
because the ensemble~2.1!–~2.3! with n51 differs essentially from those with 1/2<n,1. Pre-
liminary studies show that the IDS of the weak dilution MPH ensemble cannot be equal
semicircle or the Marchenko–Pastur distribution. We plan to study this ensemble separate

Another of our observations concerns random matrices,

ĤN~x,y!5w~x,y!DN~x,y!,

wherew(x,y) are as in Wigner random matrices andDN(x,y) represents dilution independen
from w(x,y) or, more generally, a random modulation of the Wigner ensemble.

In Sec. IV we showed that ifDN(x,y) is the proper dilution of the MPH ensemble and ev
if DN(x,y) are entries of MPH matrices by themselves, then the IDS ofĤN is again a semicircle
distribution.

These facts, together with our main conclusion, suggest that the semicircle law is quite
to dilution ~or modulation!. It would be interesting to develop a more precise formulation of
observation.
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